Basic fixture components

- GIZA Extrusion
- GIZA End Cap
- LED strip
- Cover

Wiring diagram

- LED fixture
- 12V or 24V
- 120 AC
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Mounting the GIZA extrusion to a surface with the use of GIP mounting bracket.
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Mounting of the GIZA extrusion to a surface (drywall, wood etc) with the use of GP surface mounting springs.
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Mounting the GIZA extrusion to a drop ceiling with the use of GP mounting springs.
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*fixture cable options

ø 0.39" (ø 10 mm)

GP surface spring

plastic base

12 V or 24 V

120 AC

*/fixture cable options
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Mounting the Giza extrusion to drywall with the use of the TEKNIK mounting extrusion.

1. Mounting the profile TEKNIK with the support structure of the ceiling.

2. Mounting TEKNIK clips with the support structure of the ceiling. 3 pairs of TEKNIK clips per 1 meter.

3. Power supply with the fixture cable options.